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• Abstract (300 words):
This paper is an advancement of the interdisciplinary collaborative paper on conceptualizing a smart home system for elderly natives of Fudam, Diu Island, (Triboan and Meggi, 2019) which utilized several cameras as part of its proposal. However, cameras within private dwellings can be seen as evasive of privacy and integrity. Where virtualisation of the smart home environment has been investigated in, (Darnall et al., 2011), this paper advances that within the cultural context of Diu Town where the elderly are not technologically literate with low hardware costs required and climatic practicalities are an issue. Hence, this paper sets out to investigate a personalised virtual smart home space representation to preserve the user's privacy and integrity in the assisted living system.

This will be conducted by, (1) critically investigate the theoretical aspect of virtualizing architectural spaces and their benefits and drawbacks,(Grosz and Eisenman, 2001), (2) critically analyzing methods of capturing, recording and modelling architectural spaces
advancing from, (Meggi, 2017), to explore current mobile applications to model homes, (3) to investigate architectural elements for smart homes for creative sensor application for the case study home in Diu with consideration to contextual issues, (4) to recognize and evaluate privacy & integrity problems (Lin and Bergmann, 2016; Cannizzaro et al., 2020) with invasive & sensitive data collection (Stirapongsasuti, Nakamura and Yasumoto, 2020), (5) finally to conclude the advantages and disadvantages of virtualising assisted living spaces for better integrity and privacy of the user.
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